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NATURAL LAW
Inner-standing the Original Peoples highly effective harmonic
social psychology system and the re-setting of the memory field

Guidance for contemporary societies
Day 1: Presentation 3 sessions over eight hours.
Day 2: Three to four hours. Intuitive Sensing Workshop.
This presentation covers some of the key mechanisms and strategies of the longest continually surviving,
harmonically effective and multidimensional acknowledging, social psychology system of any conscious
living group of peoples on this planet. The Original Peoples - that were in the heart and who stayed in
the heart. They held true their ancient value and knowledge systems that are imperative for developing
well-refined capacities for establishing a real sense of well-being, relevant to developing a real sense of
good-will. Their thought-form process is different to that which has been indoctrinated into the so-called
‘modern’ hybrid-human that has become a subservient robot to the top of an inappropriately controlling
rigid-pyramid structure.
In today’s human condition depression is the largest disease issue on the planet. Humanity is being controlled by an illegal war machine that operates both in psychological and physical realms. This is not the
natural human condition. It is a high-jacked scenario where maligned-archon agendas rule through division and fear. In the Original People’s system there are very few laws, a sign of high moral integrity. The
social laws are based on Natural Law, not the law of ego. In any society that uses money as the energy
exchange system instead of love (which is the natural currency), you will find thousands of laws, most of
them having nothing to do with your well-being. This a sign of moral corruption at the top of an inappropriately controlling rigid-pyramid hierarchy.
There are three main elements of the Original People’s social psychology (coping) system. Firstly, the
Original Peoples acknowledge and abide by Natural Law in the forming of their social laws and are supported by a deep inner-standing of what moral behaviour actually is. Secondly, they inner-stand the importance of Sovereignty within Unity and developed a ‘personal dreaming’ system that enables the individual to discover as much as possible about the self and group roles. And thirdly, they scaffold the full
range of sense-abilities from childbirth thereby producing a highly psychic culture (intuitive sensing),
both aware and mindful of both the conscious and physical energies that we are immersed in.
This presentation covers elements of the Original Peoples and their social psychology system as based on
Natural Law and provides references back to the current being-ness for contemporary humans relevant
to this sharing of ancient knowledge and value systems whereby the information is an important guide
for the re-setting of the memory field. The Original Peoples were already in the heart-place, therefore
their thought-form type, their social psychology strategies and mechanisms are important guides.
The Original Peoples already knew, in their own way, what certain studies in theoretical physics, ‘sacred’
geometry and studies such as Heart Math have revealed within the realms of so-called ‘modern’ science.
They knew of Natural Law and its significance and were even aware of the particle and the wave, infinity,
the balance point, a multi-dimensional reality and the cohesiveness of spin, well before ‘modern’ scientific discoveries; all of this knowledge evident in their symbols and social psychology system which is
based on Natural law and not the law of ego.
The Original Peoples were already on an altruistic path as co-creators with full respect and appreciation
of Sovereignty within Unity and of the roles they filled via their human being-ness within the corporeal
plane as they made their tracks upon the rock. With a focus on self-control, self-governance, selfrealisation and self-efficacy, the outcome, under abidance of Natural Law, is that ‘you are free to be
you’. This is ‘ourstory’, which when written in a circle becomes ‘yourstory’. It is both. Inclusive.

Session 1:
Introduction: why a framework of comparisons? ∞ Three main elements ∞
Defining Information & Communication ∞ Natural Law
Knowledge Transfer:
Generalisations:
Distortions:
Communication influences: A Clash of thought-forms.
Diacratic and Synchcratic:
Respect: Communication & Intent
Modern language and communication:
Lore & Law Definitions:
Natural Law: The un-occulted version

ourstory/yourstory ∞ everybody’s business
Session 2:
Perceptions: Beliefs, experiences, knowledge and wisdom ∞ Symbols ∞
The Memory Field ∞ The full range of sense-abilities
Perceptions:
Conscious genome:
Formative causality process:
Energy is spirit - spirit is energy:
Awareness: sensing of data. Mindfulness: deciphering and responding to the data.
Symbols/Cosmology: ‘Rainbow Serpent’ concept.
Memory: Polarity. Resonance. Frequencies and their qualitative values.
The Memory Field: Earth energy grid/ memory field. Singing the songlines. Creation stories – continuance. Vortices, Bora (rings). Semantics and re-setting the memory field.
The full range of sense-abilities: Deep listening. Bar code, the whole body is a sensor.
Respect: Everybody’s business. Fear – lack of knowledge.
Presence-based relating: Meditation, reflection, contemplation. Equability and level-continuum expansive knowledge base.

you are free to be you ∞ everybody’s business
Session 3:
Behaviours ∞ Sovereignty within Unity ∞ Connectivity and Balance
Moiety, totem and ‘skin names’:
Respect Business:
Personal Dreaming:
Communication forms: Trust:
Instinctual meditation:
Awareness and mindfulness of the multi-dimensional realities of the nature of existence:
Support for inner-sensing in a contemporary multi-model framework:
Tracking: Modern model. Disconnection
A range of social groups: Alcohol and drug dependency. Suicide rate.
Why we keep culture alive: Values of connectivity. Respecting everything and Sharing.
Free to be you. Sovereignty within Unity:
Knowledge Transfer Revisited: Appropriate social support
Pathway: Everybody’s business. Computers are ‘really deadly’. The issue of AI. Abide by Natural Law.
Implications for early childhood learning:

Day 2:
Three to four hours. Intuitive Sensing Workshop.
Attendance is conditional to having attended the prior full-day session on Natural law.
Many people are able to tune into their subtle senses within the first practical exercise. For
those who are unable to initially, there will be guidance with techniques and encouragement to
continue developing one’s awareness capabilities in your own time. Generally I have found that
folks that find it more challenging are very cerebral and there are techniques to practice to get
‘more into’ one’s body, the length of time for this to be achieved is generally due to personal
input to practicing the techniques. One fellow took about four weeks before he realised that he
could sense something. It is not ‘good or bad’ to have challenges in this regard, it ‘just is’. (Refer
to appropriate social support).
Theory 30 mins:
Energetics. Particles and wave. Conscious and physical energies. The importance of being able
to sense energies. Sensors. Your body is a sensor. The full range of sense-abilities. Drum skin
analogy. Organic and synthetic systems. Environmental cues. Blindfold. Building your personal
data base. Overlapping frequencies. If it’s too hot leave.
Practical: 3 to 3.5 hours:
This will involve walking through an environment. The intent is to include an outdoor walking
excursion in order to experience various frequencies should the weather be favourable. There
may be last minute deferral or postponement of this segment due to weather. There could
however be a ‘complete’ indoor environment that offers a range of frequencies that may be
available as a venue.
This practical will include guidance on how to further one’s personal data-base for interpreting
frequencies.

you are free to be you
everybody’s business

